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£ 0 / App

BERLIN-APP: mobile POS

£ 99 one-time setup costs

Jewellers have the ability to sell on the app, scan labels, print receipts, send receipts by mail, sign
privacy statements directly on the display, or open the cash drawer. In addition, BERLIN turns out
to be a perfect sales aid in that customer requests for price, brand or material are filtered with just
a few clicks. Through a picture gallery, the results are displayed on the screen and the customer can
then create a personal wish list. It is also possible to create new customers or view the sales history
of existing customers.
With the new app BERLIN, selling and consulting becomes faster and better. The app can be easily
integrated into the existing merchandise management system by communicating with the main
computer via Wi-Fi or over the Internet. All data thus automatically transmits to the ERP system.
The BERLIN app is suitable for Android, iOS smartphones and tablets from versions iOS9 or Android

1. gallery

Your logo

2. detailed view

3. Basket / Wishlist

6.0. BERLIN offers flexible and fast selling in the shop next to the stationary POS system. The
app offers the familiar, easy-to-use features already available from CLARITY & SUCCESS jeweller
management software. Stock items can be sold through the app. The use of pool items is not possible
in the app. Repairs, vouchers, advance payments or redemptions should therefore be processed via
the stationary POS.
After the app has been successfully connected via the web service, it synchronizes the new product
images for the activated product areas with each start. The images are stored locally on the internal
memory of the mobile device. The product pictures are not available in the normal picture gallery
of the device. Should the device be lost, the app can be locked locally in the jeweller management
software.

Holder for iPad Mini

4. payment

Ausgewählte Artikel
Stefanie Müller

Till receipt
Total

Suche £ 2,428
change: £ 72.00, John Brown

Wristwatch, round, quartz
239,00 €
£ 239

Emeraldring 585 GG, Cartier
1.890,00 €
£ 1,890

Earrings, moonstone

239,00 €

1.890,00 €
Print receipt
Open the cash drawer

299,00 €
£ 299

BERLIN – APP

johnbrown@familybrown.uk

299,00 €

lockable
Bracket also
available in white

Many Thanks!

mobile POS

Use on any number of devices per store, without devices, one-time setup costs of £99
Technical requirements for the CLARITY & SUCCESS apps can be found on page 13 below.

additional accessories: card number device (SumUp), cloud printer
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Inventory-App: Inventory made easy

£ 0 / App

£ 99 one-time setup costs

Stock take is like your tax bill: not much fun, but has to be done once a year. With the new inventory
app from Clarity & Success, time-consuming counting is now much easier. Because the app turns
smartphones or tablets into fully functional inventory scanners.

The inventory app is suitable for Android, iOS smartphones and tablets from versions iOS9 or
Android 6.0. Prerequisite for the use of the app is the software version Evolution from module
standard to platinum.

All employees can actively take part in the inventory and scan the jewellery and watch labels with
the camera of the mobile device. All collected data automatically flows into the jeweller management
software of Clarity & Success. When scanning, you can see the age of the article and write off the
article directly in depreciation.

For the one-off facility costs incurred in the amount of £99. A permanent connection to the
Wi-Fi or Internet is not necessary because the data is saved locally on the device until the next
synchronization.

And that‘s how it works::

1.Scan barcode labels directly
on the display case.

2. Sync app and transfer
stored data. Automatically import data into
the inventory program of
CLARITY & SUCCESS.

Inventory – App

3. Finished!

Inventory made easy

Use on any number of devices per store, without devices, one-time setup costs of £99
Technical requirements for the CLARITY & SUCCESS apps can be found on page 13 below.
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£ 0 / App

Repair-App: fast and effective

£ 99 one-time setup costs

Jewellers can use the app to capture repairs including images, print receipts for the repair (order
form and collect note) and query the status of previously entered repairs by searching for customer
data or repair numbers.

been created, the customer can sign the repair order directly with their finger on the touch screen.
The app can be easily connected to the existing merchandise management system of CLARITY &
SUCCESS by communicating with the main computer via Wi-Fi or over the Internet.

During the creation of a new repair, it is possible to register a new customer, to store the repair
directly on it or to load existing customer data from the database of the jeweller management
software and to have new customers sign the privacy policy.

Once the app has been successfully connected via the web service, new repairs can be made as well
as the status of existing orders can be queried. An employee needs to unlock the permission to use
the app. When this is done, he can log in as a user with his username and password.

In order to make the documentation of the repair as accurate as possible, several images can be
taken with the integrated camera of the terminal and stored for repair. As soon as a new repair has

Use on any number of devices per store, without devices, one-time setup costs of £99

The three main functions of the repair app:
1.

Capture a repair
a. Photo of the repair or selection of a piece of jewellery from sales history
b. Create or select customers
c. Customer‘s signature for the order and privacy
d. Print repair order and collect note

Repair – App
Capture and manage orders
quickly and clearly.

Technical requirements for BERLIN, inventory and repair app:
- Wi-Fi or internet at the host
- Smartphones or tablets from versions iOS9 or Android 6.0
- 5" screen, 2GB RAM, quad core processor (or faster)
- sufficient free internal memory for local storage of the product images
- Functioning, integrated into the device camera with at least 8 megapixels for fast and
easy readability of the small barcodes on the jewellery labels

2.

information desk
Information about the repair status by fast
scanning of the barcode

3.

status
Repair is set to
„ready to collect“ status.

The connection between the terminal and the web service installed on a local PC in the
respective shop is first of all protected by the encryption of the WiFi or the structurally given
security of the LAN network connection.
If you want to work over the internet, you need the installation and the purchase of an
SSL certificate. (We are happy to assist you in choosing this certificate). The cost of such a
certificate is borne by the jeweller himself, usually these start depending on the provider at about
£140 per year.
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Live Sales Tracker: manage sales live and at the click of a button
The Live Sales Tracker app makes CLARITY & SUCCESS customers work even easier: from the
Jewellery software specialist‘s think tank, you get a clever mini-program for your smartphone, tablet
or computer with an Internet connection that lets you view live sales and be controlled at the click
of a button.
How many sales do the individual stores make, which employees sold particularly well? The new
app „Live Sales Tracker“ offers quick answers to these important questions. It allows CLARITY &

£ 0 / App

£ 99 one-time setup costs

SUCCESS customers to track everything that‘s important in real time. Everywhere and without any
effort. The Live Sales Tracker provides the easy-to-use interface already well known from CLARITY &
SUCCESS Jeweller Management Software.
The „Live Sales Tracker - App“ is included in all modules of CLARITY & SUCCESS for free.
The facility costs one-time £99.

The extensive functions of the Live Sales Tracker offer a special work satisfaction:
1. Live sales
Watch and track the live sales of your
businesses and employees.

3. Saved target plan as help to reach the sales targets by traffic light function
Set a target for each store to be reached during the day. With the aid of the traffic light system, it is
also possible to determine an interim position when turnover is almost reached. You will recognise
this directly by the yellow light. If the goal has been completely fulfilled for the day, the light will
turn green.

2. Sales by e-mail
In the settings, you can quickly set the sales or branch for which you want to have the
analysis. Then enter in addition, who should receive the statistics. Once the target is
reached, you will be notified by e-mail.

4. Sales history
Get a sales history graph anytime, anywhere, and review and compare
business performance over a period of time.

5. Little helpers
In addition to these features, you can also switch between different business groups,
change the design of the app, set up an account for others, or convert currencies.

Live Sales Tracker – App
manage sales live and at the click of a button.

Technical Requirements Live Sales Tracker App:
- Wi-Fi or internet at the main computer
- Smartphones or tablets from versions iOS9 or Android 6.0
- Screen from 5 inches, 2GB memory, quad core processor (or faster)
Beforehand, a small program is installed on one of the computers in the store,
which is set up and configured by CLARITY & SUCCESS. The use of the Live Sales

Tracker must be activated by CLARITY & SUCCESS and is associated with initial setup costs. Once the Live Sales Tracker
has been configured and unlocked, each user will receive their personal login credentials so they can log in from any
Internet-enabled device and web browser to track the sales of the store and their individual employees.
On your smartphone, you can add an icon to the home screen for quick access to the Live Sales Tracker. The data from
the stores are uploaded several times per hour per store.
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